WHY STEELCASE + BUSINESS INTERIORS

OUR PROCESS

At each stage of the execution plan, our integrated project
delivery model offers distinct advantages to Toyota.

01

A preferred
Business Partner
with Toyota

The best quality
and warranty

02

03

Programming

Space Planning + Design

Project Management

Taking an in-depth look at
the customer’s goals and
work processes. Researchbased methods are used
to provide evidence-driven
recommendations for the
customer.

Working directly with architect
or customer helping to create
interior solutions that support
the customers’ objectives.

A liaison between the customer
and the contractors. This person
streamlines communications by
conveying the customer’s
objectives and needs. Their
expertise supports smooth
implementation of each project.

BUSINESS INTERIORS SERVICES

DEALERSHIP
FURNITURE
PARTNER
PROGRAM

Help you
understand the
research and innovation
around every piece
of furniture

COMMITTED
TO TOYOTA
AND ITS
DEALERS

Provide on average a
minimum of 10-15% savings
beyond local retail pricing
for Toyota dealerships.

Most
comprehensive
portfolio of furniture
and technology in
the industry

Dedicated
centralized service support
to offer you the highest level
of service

Space Planning
+ Design

Installation

Project
Management

Move
Management

We design attractive
and efficient
workplaces.
Our space planning
solutions complement
a company’s image and
enhance employees’
productivity.

We are experts at
installing the major
furniture lines.
We deliver and
properly install existing
and new furnishings.

We assure that project
objectives are met as
scheduled. Our project
managers coordinate
people and material
resources needed to
successfully complete
workspace changes.

We implement facility
moves with minimal
downtime. We
move management
team plans and
communicate the
logistics of workplace
relocation.

Service
+ Refurbishing

Asset
Management

ReBI

Rental

We maintain or
restore the beauty
and function
of your furniture. Our
maintenance and
refurbishing services
extends office furniture
investments.

We store customer’s
unused office furniture.
Our asset management
is automated and our
storage is secure.

We sell and buy
previously-owned
furniture. Our ReBI
is a cost-effective
alternative to
buying new.

We provide temporary
furniture solutions.
Business Interiors
Rental furniture is ideal
when long-term needs
are uncertain.

YOUR
SINGLE
POINT OF
CONTACT

Shawn Chizzonite

Business Interiors
toyotadealers@businessinteriors.com
1-800-568-9281
toyotadealers.ebusiness.steelcase.com

SIGNATURE AREAS

DEALERSHIP MAP

Consultation Area/s
Community Area/s
Discovery Area/s
Customer Lounge

Consultation Area/s

Discovery Area/s

This area is designed to support the Millennial or other on-online customer who

The Discovery Area is designed to complement the selling process through the

prefer a streamlined selling process. This area will change the way you think about

integration of technology. With the inclusion of a monitor at the head of the table

selling. Three inches lower than conventional seating and with a more relaxed

and a tapered desk salespeople can include video content into their presentation.

posture, the lounge chairs are a conference/lounge hybrid that creates a more

If a sales person is using a tablet it can be mirrored on the monitor for easy

casual conversation in a comfortable environment.

customer viewing.

SCHEME 3

Community Area/s

Customer Lounge

The Community Area maximizes the customer waiting area with additional casual

Customers have a high expectation of the Lounge Area. A variety of seating options

seating. The design offers optimal computer workspace for the customer while

is key as not all customers want to sit in the same way. Couches and lush chairs

not requiring them to establish a more permanent location in the waiting area.

should be considered. Coffee and end tables accent the design of the Lounge,

Convenient access to power and usb outlets for your customers to plug in

while offering useful space for the customers to be more productive while

their devices.

they are waiting.

Forge 801

Graphite 801

Graphite Walnut 2410

Grey 802

Stone 801

Rolling Stone 807

Fire Truck 305

